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1. mixture of gases that surround the Earth

2. form of Oxygen with 3 Oxygen atoms, found in the stratosphere

3. ice, rain, water vapor

4. N = 78% O = 21%

5. Argon, CO2 Neon, Helium, methane, Krypton and Hydrogen

6. haze that forms in cities when chemicals react with sunlight

7. thermometer
barometer
anemometer
wind vane
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8. Aneroid = metal that expands and contracts with pressure changes

Mercury = glass column of Hg that rises and falls with changes in air pressure

9. Tropo - Strato - Meso - Thermo (iono and exo)

10. Temperature

11. decreases, air is less dense

12. A. strato B. tropo       C. iono D. meso

13. ozone absorbs uv rays

14. Celsius: 0, 100 Fahrenheit 32, 212   

15. A. contact with a hot surface
B. movement of heated particles due to changes in density
C. transfer of heat by waves through space
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16. Differences in AP. Winds blow from H to L

17. Global:winds that blow steadily over long distances
Local: winds that are shorter and change direction

18. deflection of winds due to the rotation of the Earth

19. Doldrums: warm air rises at the equator

Horse Latitudes: cold air sinks at 30 degrees N and S
20. Evap: liquid to gas
      Conden: gas to liquid
      Melt: solid to liquid
       Freeze: liquid to solid
21. Water vapor in the air cools and condenses on the cold glass surface

22. A. cumulonimbus B. stratus C. cirrus D. cumulus
      
23. any form of water that falls from the sky
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24. snow: ice crystals
sleet: rain freezes as it falls
freezing rain: rain freezes when it hits the ground or a cold surface
hail: frozen pellets that get larger as it stays in the cloud
rain: liquid precipitation greater than 0.5mm

25. Cold front: Temp decreases; AP increases

Warm front: Temp increases; AP decreases

Occluded: Cold air catches up and overtakes
warm air

Stationary: no movement
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26. Areas of positive and negative charges build up in a cumluonimbus cloud. A 
sudden spark is released which creates lightning.

27. A rapidly whirling funnel-shaped cloud that reaches down from a 
cumulonimbus cloud to touch the surface.

28. basement or middle of ground floor and cover yourself
outside- find a low area like a ditch

29. a scientist that studies weather and tries to predict it
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30. isobar connects areas of equal pressure; isotherms connect 
areas of equal temperature

31. latitude

32. mP = cold oceans = cold and humid

mT = warm oceans = warm and humid

cP = cold land = cold and dry

cT = warm land = warm and dry
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33. A.   B, NE
     B.    C, SE
     C.     A, SE

34. Temperature decreases, AP increases, clearing

35. 

36 20-16 = 4   Use 20 and 4  RH = 66%
14-8 = 6   Use 14 and 6  RH = 26%
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